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The Most Proven Web3 Ecosystem for Gaming and NFTs
Click here to experience the power of the WAX Blockchain.
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The #1 Web3 Gaming Platform
Everything you need, all in one place: Fast transaction speeds, best wallet, biggest audience.
Play Games
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Play with the Best
WAX features more Top 10 games than any other blockchain.
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Reap the Rewards
With no gas fees, there’s no spoiling the fun.
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Choose Your Adventure
Take your pick from WAX’s ever growing library of top games.
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Unleash the Power of Web3 Gaming




Play Games
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NFTs With Real-World Utility
vIRL® NFTs provide everything from in-game utility to connecting with real-world goods and services.
Learn More
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Explore Top NFT Collections
Browse collections and in-game items from top brands, games and creators.
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Expect More From Your NFTs
vIRL® NFTs provide maximum utility for gamers and collectors alike. 
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NFTs Have Gone vIRL®
Wax's patented vIRL® NFTs connect to real-world products and services.
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Discover Real World Utility With vIRL® NFTs
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